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Thank you! 

Dear Beverly,

We opened the doors to the brick and mortar
Tuesday to an eager crowd. We thank all of
you who came out this week to support the
opening. It has been great getting to meet
everyone.  

We have enjoyed watching you all walk
through the doors and relish being back in a
store where you can touch the fabric. At the
opening Carly presented us with a beautiful
quilt she started making the day we signed
the papers to buy the business. This
"exploding heart" quilt is stunning. The
pattern is available if you want to make one
yourself.  

Photos from Tuesday.  



We are very grateful for you all.  What we have
witnessed this week is the community that
Webfabrics creates. So many people come with
their friends and family and not only shop but
connect and share their love of creating. We love
that this is a happy destination.  

As you make your trip to Webfabrics - make sure
to check our google listing for operating hours.
Maybe include in your plans lunch or dinner in
Purcellville. We have contacted a number of local
restaurants and have secured an agreement with
Magnolias at the Mill  located at 198 North
21st Street and My Deli and Cafe, Greek Bistro
in the Old Theatre Centre at 860 East Main Street,
Suite B (Rt 7) a 10% discount if your Webfabrics
receipt.  We will continue to share additional

https://www.magnoliasmill.com/
https://mydeliandcafe.com/


businesses as we broker agreements.  

WebsiteWebsite

As mentioned before, in addition to the brick and
mortar, we will be migrating to a new website in
the next few weeks. The current website is still
available and up and running. We appreciate you
continuing to order online and strive to have all
orders shipped within 24 hours. All new fabric has
been updated and is available for order.  

Thank you all for your wonderful feedback to the
newsletter and the store. We have loved seeing
you all this week and look forward to more
visits.  

Visit our Website

As always, it is fun to work with fabric and 'fabric people'.
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